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Overview

� Remote information services provide system, user,

and network details over IP.

� Such services can be probed to collate username

listings and details of trusted networks and hosts,

and, in some cases, compromise systems directly

� The systat and netstat services are interesting

because current network and system information can

be found easily by connecting to the services using

telnet
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FTP

� File Transfer Protocol (FTP) provides remote file

system access, usually for maintenance of web

applications

� FTP services are vulnerable to the following classes

of attack:

�Brute-force password grinding

�Anonymous browsing and exploitation of software

defects

�Authenticated exploitation of vulnerabilities (requiring

certain privileges)
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Fingerprinting FTP Services

� Nmap performs network service and OS fingerprinting via

the -A flag

� -A flag invokes the ftp-anon script (among others), which

tests for anonymous access and returns the server

directory structure upon authenticating.
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For example: FTP service 

fingerprinting using Nmap
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Known FTP Vulnerabilities (1/2)
� Popular FTP servers include the Microsoft IIS FTP Server, ProFTPD, and Pure-FTPd
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Known FTP Vulnerabilities (2/2)

� To evaluate publicly available exploit scripts, use the searchsploit utility 

within Kali Linux
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TFTP

� TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol) uses UDP port 69 and requires no

authentication—clients read from, and write to servers using the datagram

format outlined in RFC 1350. Within large internal networks, however,

TFTP is used to serve configuration files and ROM images to VoIP

handsets and other devices.

� TFTP servers are exploited via the following attack classes:

� Obtaining material from the server (e.g., configuration files containing secrets)

� Bypassing controls to overwrite data on the server (e.g., replacing a ROM

image)

� Executing code via an overflow or memory corruption flaw
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TFTP brute-force and file recovery (1/2)
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TFTP brute-force and file recovery (2/2)

� Many TFTP server configurations also permit arbitrary 

file uploads
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TFTP server flaws
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Telnet

� Telnet provides command-line access to servers and

embedded devices. The protocol has no transport

security, and sessions can be passively sniffed or

actively hijacked by adversaries with network access.

� Exposed services are vulnerable to the following

classes of remote attack:

�Brute-force password grinding, revealing weak or default

credentials

�Anonymous exploitation of Telnet server software flaws

(without credentials)
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Fingerprinting an exposed Telnet 

service
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Telnet Server Software Flaws
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SSH (1/2)

� SSH services provide encrypted access to systems including

embedded devices and Unix-based hosts.

� Three subsystems that are commonly exposed to users are

as follows:

� Secure shell (SSH), which provides command line access

� Secure copy (SCP), which lets users send and retrieve files

� Secure FTP (SFTP), which provides feature-rich file transfer

� TCP port 22 is used by default to expose SSH and its

subsystems
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SSH (2/2)

� SSH services are vulnerable to the following classes

of attack:

�Brute-force password grinding

�Access being granted due to private key exposure or

key generation weakness

�Remote anonymous exploitation of known software

flaws (without credentials)

�Authenticated exploitation of known defects, resulting in

privilege escalation
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Retrieving RSA and DSA host keys

� Nmap’s ssh-hostkey script retrieves public key values from a server. SSH

keys are usually unique, and so this material can be used to identify

multihomed systems
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Nmap used to list the supported 

algorithms of an SSH server
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Remotely exploitable SSH vulnerabilities
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IPMI
� Intelligent Platform Management Interface

� Baseboard management controllers (BMCs) are embedded

computers that provide out-of-band monitoring for desktops and

servers. BMC products are sold under many brand names, including

HP iLO, Dell DRAC, and Sun ILOM. These devices often expose an

IPMI service via UDP port 623

� Sweeping 10.0.0.0/24 for IPMI services
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Two remotely exploitable IPMI flaws

� Remote password hash retrieval via RAKP

� Zero cipher authentication bypass resulting in administrative access

� Dumping IPMI password hashes:

� Testing the IPMI cipher zero authentication bypass
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Exploiting the IPMI zero cipher authentication 
bypass

� The Linux ipmitool client is used to interact with the service and bypass authentication
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NTP
� Network Time Protocol (NTP) is a networking protocol for clock

synchronization between computer systems over packet-

switched, variable-latency data networks

� NTP services are often found running on UDP port 123 of

network devices and Unix-based systems.

� Use the ntp-info and ntp-monlist scripts within Nmap to query

accessible services. Responses often reveal the server software

version, operating system details, and NTP configuration,

including IP addresses of public and nonpublic peers.

� For example:

root@kali:~# nmap -sU -p123 --script ntp-* 125.142.170.129
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NTP vulnerabilities
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SNMP

� Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

services are often run on managed switches, routers,

and server operating systems (e.g., Microsoft

Windows Server and Linux) for monitoring purposes.

� SNMP is accessed upon providing a valid community

string within a UDP datagram to port 161
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Obtaining an MIB via SNMP

� For example: using SNMP version 1 and a community

string of public to access 192.168.0.42
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Exploiting SNMP

� SNMP services are vulnerable to the following classes of 

remote attack:

� User enumeration via SNMPv3

� Brute-force grinding of community string and user password values

� Exposing useful information through reading SNMP data (low 

privilege)

� Exploitation through writing SNMP data (high privilege)

� Exploitation of software implementation flaws, resulting in 

unintended consequences (e.g., privileged remote code execution)
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SNMP community string and password 

grinding
� Hydra supports brute-force grinding across SNMP versions 1, 2, 

and 3
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Exposing useful information via SNMP
� Through SNMP you can obtain useful information (e.g., listening network

services, running processes, usernames, and internal IP addresses)

� Useful Microsoft Windows SNMP OID values:

root@kali:~# snmpwalk -c public 192.168.102.251 .1.3.6.1.4.1.77.1.2.2529



Obtaining internal network details via 

SNMP

� A Linux server revealing internal network details via SNMP, including

IP and MAC addresses of hosts within the 10.178.64.0/24 block
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Known SNMP implementation flaws
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LDAP

� Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) services are

commonly found running on Microsoft Active Directory,

Exchange, and IBM Domino servers.

� LDAP is an open protocol providing directory information

services over IP. Directory services provide information

about users, systems, networks, services, and applications

throughout a network.

� The current protocol used by many implementations is

LDAP 3.0.
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LDAP vulnerabilities

� Exposed LDAP servers are vulnerable to the 

following classes of remote attack:

�Information leak via anonymous binding

�Brute-force password grinding

�Authenticated modification of data within the LDAP 

directory

�Exploitation of LDAP server software defects (with 

or without credentials)
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Cracking user passwords leaked via 

LDAP
� An ldapsearch command by which a password hash is exposed by 

an LDAP server and cracked via John the Rippe
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LDAP Server Implementation Flaws
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VNC

� Virtual Network Computing (VNC) is an application that

uses remote frame buffer (RFB) protocol to provide

remote access to hosts

� RFB services commonly listen on TCP port 5900 but can

use others (e.g., 4900 and 6000). The protocol is

extensible via arbitrary encoding types, which support

file transfer and compression within packages including

UltraVNC and TightVNC
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Attacking VNC Servers

� Identifying the supported RFB protocol

root@kali:~# telnet 121.163.21.135 5900

� VNC implementations are vulnerable to the following 

remote attack classes:

�Brute-force password grinding

�Anonymous exploitation of known software flaws
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Known exploitable vulnerabilities 

within VNC server software
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Unix RPC Services
� A number of Unix daemons (e.g., NIS (Network Information Service) and NFS

(Network File System) components) expose RPC services via dynamic high ports.

� To track registered endpoints and present clients with a list of available RPC

services, a portmapper service listens on TCP and UDP port 111 (and port 32771

within Oracle Solaris)

� Querying the RPC portmapper with Nmap:
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Querying the RPC endpoints (1/2)

� We can query many of the RPC endpoints upon installing 

the rstat-client and nis packages within Kali Linux

� For example,
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Querying the RPC endpoints (2/2)

� To reveal exported NFS directories via showmount (along with

their associated ACLs). Upon identifying directories with weak

permissions, we can use the mount command to access them
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Querying NIS and obtaining material

� Upon obtaining the NIS domain name for the environment, use the ypwhich

command to ping the NIS server and ypcat to obtain sensitive material.

� We should feed encrypted password hashes into John the Ripper, and once

cracked, we can use it to evaluate system access and privileges.
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RPC rusers
� Commercial Unix-based platforms (including Oracle Solaris, HP-UX, and

IBM AIX) often expose an RPC rusersd endpoint that reveals active user

sessions. The rusers client is used to retrieve material

� Identifying active user sessions via rusersd :
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RPC Service Vulnerabilities
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Service Hardening and Countermeasures

� Reduce network attack surface wherever possible

� Maintain server software packages and libraries to negate known

weaknesses.

� Remote maintenance operations should be offered through a secure

authenticated connection (e.g., VPN or SSH)

� If use SNMP, ensure that use strong credentials

� Harden SSH servers

� Harden DNS servers

� Within Microsoft environments, consider enforcing the highest domain

functional level
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The End
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